
15-Aug Veronica Nolan We also said we'd include the process of the strategic plan, development of mission, vision, goals....and then after this year we'll ensure 

the mission, vision, goals are infused in budget/evaluations and monitoring. We should also include a presentation of the current 

strategic plan at this year's school board meetings in order to close it out.

21-Aug Gregory Hutchings This is included in the section above under the recommendation section.

21-Aug Veronica Nolan Are we going to include completion of this exercise as a metric to measure/show success?

21-Aug Gregory Hutchings Yes I was under the impression that it will be included in the rating rubric

30-Aug Michelle Rief (Indicator 1.7) Can we include ACPS 2020 KPI 4.1.1 "% of families and community members reporting that ACPS provides optimal 

learning environments," and KPI 1.11.2 "Perceptions on the TELL Survey of the schools as a positive and engaging environment for 

learning"?

21-Aug Meagan Alderton (Indicator 2.5 and 2.7) Can we include ACPS 2020 KPI 4.1.1 "% of families and community members reporting that ACPS provides 

optimal learning environments," and KPI 1.11.2 "Perceptions on the TELL Survey of the schools as a positive and engaging environment 

for learning"?

21-Aug Gregory Hutchings This is an area that we still need consistency and must identify specific division-wide evidenced based intervention assessments prior to 

including in annual reports

30-Aug Michelle Rief (Indicator 3.5) High ratios of computers and access to high speed internet alone do not "maximize student learning." What indicators 

do we have that these tools and our online subscriptions are supporting the curriculum and positively impacting student achievement?

30-Aug Michelle Rief (Indicator 4.1) Can we include ACPS 2020 KPI 4.2.1 "% of projects/repairs addressed within established timeframes"?

30-Aug Michelle Rief (Indicator 4.3) Can we include ACPS 2020 KPI 3.6.1 "% of eligible licensed staff evaluation processes completed on time," and KPI 3.6.2 

"% of eligible support staff employees with documented evaluations completed on time"?

30-Aug Heather Thornton --Under Sample Performance Indicator #5.2, there is a KPI for customer relations described as "establishing a streamlined customer 

relations management system for delivering information including crisis communications and feedback from stakeholders." May you 

please clarify exactly what is envisioned for this system? Are we envisioning a system similar to the City's Call, Click, Connect ?

30-Aug Michelle Rief Can we add VDOE Performance Standard 7.6 "Provides evidence that students in all subgroups are meeting acceptable and measurable 

student academic progress"? We can use ACPS 2020 KPI 1.2.3 "On-Time Graduation Rates" and/or 1.3 "Disproportionality" and/or 1.4 

"Educational Equity."

Margaret Lorber Is in general agreement with the document, however, wanted to be sure that positive comments would come first (before) comments 

that are less so.
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